Construction Activities & Upcoming Work

Road Surface Conditions

The roadway is paved and traffic has been moved onto the bridge. The old bridge across Pelican Creek is being removed and the causeway is being lowered.

Current and upcoming work

Current activities:
- Removal of old bridge over Pelican Creek.
- Pelican Creek diversion.
- Removal of causeway across Pelican Creek.
- Concrete finishing.
- Removal of silt fence.
- Boulder placement.
- Rip Rap work at east end of Pelican Creek Viaduct.

Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP): The SWPPP is available for viewing at Oftedal’s project office.

Project Website: https://fh.fhwa.dot.gov/projects/wy/east-entrance/
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Removal of silt fence from wetlands adjacent to Pelican Creek Viaduct (left) and spraying mulch on Pelican Creek Viaduct west approach (right).

Pelican Creek Viaduct underside of overhangs concrete finishing..
Demolition and removal of old Pelican Creek Bridge.

Traffic Delays

Expect short delays Monday – Sunday. Traffic signals and a pilot car are used to control traffic.

The General Store, Gas Station, and Repair Shop in Fishing Bridge Village have closed for the season. The Visitor Center remains closed for the season.
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